The Extraordinary Governance Developments Challenging Nonprofit Health Care Boards in 2018

The confluence of these extraordinarily significant enterprise level challenges will pressure health care boards in an unprecedented manner in 2018. This confluence will impact governance issues ranging from frequency and manner of meeting, to information flow, to expectations of director engagement and the fundamental board-management dynamic. The general counsel, as a key governance advisor, can play an important role in supporting the ability of the board and management to anticipate these challenges.

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

- The Threat of Business Disruption
- Continued Consolidation Imperatives/Cross-Sector Mergers
- Threats to Value of Tax Exemption Benefits
- Executive, Board Talent Development and Retention
- The Oversight of Workforce Culture
- Addressing the Inevitability of CyberBreach
- Ongoing Enforcement Focus on Individual Accountability
- Growing Financial Uncertainty Including the Fate of the ACA
- Evolving Health System/Physician Relationships
- Consolidation Imperatives/Cross-Sector Mergers
- The Board of Directors